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Abstract A new algorithm of generating 3D

model from multiple uncalibrated images is

presented. Images are taken from an ob-

jects rotating in front of a stationary cam-

era. The object is segmented from these mul-

tiple uncalibrated images using active con-

touring. The boundary points of the object

are obtained from the active contour, a wire-

frame containing triangles of the 3D model

can be generated. The texture of the 3D

model is mapped from a panoramic image

generated from some of the uncalibrated im-

ages. The presented approach aims at the re-

duction of human interaction on locating the

point correspondences and provided a system

integration of existing methods.

Keywords: 3D-Object Modeling, Panoramic

Image, Active Contour

1 Introduction

In recent years there has been increased in-

terest, within computer graphic community, in

image based rendering system. These image-

based systems is composed of a set of pho-

tometric observations. In photogrammetry

the initial problem of camera calibration, two-

dimensional image registration, and photo-

metrics have progressed towards the determi-

nation of three-dimensional models.

Many researchers are working on point cor-

respondence technique to perform image regis-

tration. However, it usually requires a number

of correspondents point in order to have ac-

curate modeling result. Users are required to

�gure out the points before modeling. This is a

time-consuming process and also the accuracy

of corresponding point is not guaranteed. View

morphing proposed by Manning and Dyer [1]

is one of the point correspondence technique of

object modeling. Seitz and Dyer [4] also pro-

posed a view morphing method which involved

human interaction. An automatic method, Ac-

tive Contouring, is proposed to �nd out the

corresponding points.

A wireframe model can be generated by the

points obtained. The shape of the object is

estimated by this wireframe. The rendering

of this 3D model does not satisfy the require-

ments of computer animation in terms of re-

alism. Additional information about surface

texture has to be added to the 3D model to

improve its appearance. Texture mapping is a

technique to enhance the realism immersed. A

texture image is mapped onto the surface of a

3D model. Niem and Broszio[3] assigns texture

to a surface polygon from that camera image,

which ensures the highest texture resolution.

The objective of this work is to reduce the

human interaction on locating point correspon-

dences of an object during the process of gen-

erating 3D model. The model generated is in

VRML V2.0 format. Those models are used

in the �eld of computer animation, object dis-



play in web historical center, �lm production,

etc.. These applications require an simple and

easy algorithm without knowing the theory of

camera calibration and point correspondence.

2 Active Contour Model

Active contour or snake are curves de�ned

within an image domain that can move when

there exist internal forces within the curve it-

self and external force derived from the image

data. The inuence of these two forces will con-

form the active contour to an object boundary.

Snake are widely used in many applications,

including edge detection, shape modeling, seg-

mentation and motion tracking. In this paper,

active contour technique is used for �nding the

boundary points of an image.

2.1 Parametric Snake Model

According to Xu and Prince [6], a tra-
ditional active contour is a curve x(s) =
[x(s);y(s)]; s 2 [0; 1], that moves through the
spatial domain of an image to minimize the en-
ergy functional

E =
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(s)j2 + �jx00

(s)j2) +Eext(x(s))ds (1)

where � and � are weighting parameter that

control the snake's tension and rigidity respec-

tively. x0(s) and x00(s) denote the �rst and

second derivatives of x(s) with respect to s.

The external energy function Eext takes on its

smaller values at the boundaries. It can be de-

rived from the image given.

Given a gray-level image I(x; y), typical ex-

ternal energies an active contour is led by two

typical external energies toward step edges.

E
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ext
(x; y) = �jrI(x; y)j2 (2)

E
2

ext
(x; y) = �jr(G�(x; y) � I(x; y))j2 (3)

where G�(x; y) is a two-dimensional Gaussian

function with standard deviation � and r is

the gradient operator. A larger �'s will cause
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Figure 1 : Snake model (a) Initialization (b)

Deforming Process (c) Final Result

the boundaries to become blurry and distorted

from the above observation. In order to make

the e�ect of the boundary fall at some distance

from the boundary, i.e., to increase the "cap-

ture range" of the active contour, such large �

is necessary.

A snake that minimize E must satisfy the



Euler equation

�x00(s)� �x0000(s)� rEext = 0 (4)

This can be viewed as a force balance equation

Fint + F1

ext
= 0 (5)

where Fint = �x00(s) � x0000(s) and F1

ext
=

�rEext. The internal force Fint tries to ex-

pand the active contour outward while the ex-

ternal potential force F1

ext
pulls the active con-

tour towards the desire image contour.

To �nd a solution to (4), the active contour

is made dynamic by treating x as function of

time t as well as s, i.e. x(s; t). Then, the par-

tial derivative of x with respect to t is then set

equal to the left hand side of (4) as follows

xt(s; t) = �x00(s)� �x0000(s)� rEext (6)

When the solution x(s; t) stabilizes, the

term xt(s; t) vanish and we achieve a solution

of (4). This solution can be solved iteratively.

2.2 Edge Map

We can use the following equation

f(x; y) = �Ei

ext
(x; y) (7)

because an edge map f(x; y) can be derived

from the image I(x; y), where i=1,2,3, or 4.

In general, the �eld rf has vectors point-

ing toward the edges resulting a narrow cap-

ture range. Moreover, in homogeneous regions,

I(x; y) is constant, rf is zero, and therefore

no information about nearby or distant edges

is available.

3 Basics of Texture Mapping

3.1 Texture Mapping From Parame-

terization

According to Niem and Broszio[3], texture

mapping is a process of mapping a texture im-

age onto a surface of a 3D model which is rep-

resented by a set of polygons, i.e. wireframe

Space (u,v)
Texture Parameterization 3D Model

Space (x,y,z)

Viewing
Projection Screen

Space(I,J)

Figure 2 : Mapping from texture space to screen space

using parameterization and viewing projection

model. The model is consecutively projected

to a 2D screen. There are three di�erent types

of coordinate systems used in the texture map-

ping process.

� texture space is labeled with (u; v) coordi-

nates

� 3D model space is labeled with (x; y; z) co-

ordinates

� screen space is labeled with (I; J) coordi-

nates

We can de�ne the process of mapping a

texture space onto the 3D model space as

parameterization and the process of mapping

the 3D model space onto screen space as

v iewing projection As only the parameteriza-

tion is part of 3D modeling, the viewing pro-

jection which is part of image synthesis will not

be investigated in this paper.

This paper will investigate the parameteri-

zation of polygon surface representing the 3D

model. A linear parameterization of a trian-

gular polygon is easily performed by specifying

the related texture space coordinates [uivi]; i =

1; 2; 3 of each triangle vertex [xi; yi; zi]; i =

1; 2; 3. This information is su�cient to deter-

mine the parameters ai; i = 1 � � �9 of an a�ne

mapping from texture space to 3D model space

which is given in homogeneous matrix notation

by:

�
x y z

�
=

�
u v 1

�
:

0
@ a1 a2 a3

a4 a5 a6
a7 a8 a9

1
A (8)

If the triangles are su�ciently small, the er-

ror can be kept small.



3.2 Generate Cylindrical Image for

Texture Mapping

As the image are taken in two-dimension,

the horizontal edges of the object will be

banned toward to photo. The resultant texture

mapping on the 3D model is not matched at

the boundary of triangle when the image come

from di�erent camera view. To solve this prob-

lem, a cylindrical image should be generated

�rst. The method of generating panorama is

based on the proposed algorithm from Szeliski

and Shum[5]. However, some modi�cation is

necessary as their algorithm concerns environ-

mental panoramic image mosaic.

To build a cylindrical panorama, a sequence

of images is taken by a camera mounted on

a turntable. If camera focal length or �eld of

view is known, each perspective image can be

wrapped into cylindrical coordinates. World

coordinates p = (X; Y; Z) is mapped to 2D

cylindrical screen coordinates (�; v) using

� = tan
�1(X=Z); v =

Yp
X2 + Z2

(9)

where � is the panning angle and v is the scan-

line. Similarly, world coordinates can also be

mapped into 2D spherical coordinates (�; �) us-

ing

� = tan�1(X=Z); � = tan�1(
Y

p
X2 + Z2

) (10)

Once each input image have been wrapped,

constructing the panoramic mosaic becomes a

pure translation problem. Ideally, to build a

cylindrical or spherical panorama from a hori-

zontal panning sequence, the object in the im-

age needed to be segmented �rst before the

translational motion. Vertical jitter and op-

tical twist can be compensated by a small ver-

tical translations. Therefore, both a horizontal

translation tx and a vertical translation ty are

estimated for each input image.

+

+
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Figure 3 : System Block Diagram

To recover the translational motion, the in-

cremental translation �t = (�tx; �ty) is esti-

mated by minimizing the intensity error be-

tween two images,

E(�t) =
X

i

[I1(x
0

i
+ �t)� I0(xi)]

2 (11)

where xi = (xi; yi) and x0
i
= (x0

i
; y

0

i
) = (xi +

tx; yi+ ty) are corresponding points in the two

images, and t = (tx; ty) is the global transla-

tional motion �eld which is the same for all pix-

els. A simple feathering algorithm is applied to

reduce the discontinuity in intensity and color

between the images being compositied, i.e. the

pixels in each image are weighted proportion-

ally to their distance to the edge. Once reg-

istration is �nished, a single panoramic object

image can be written out.

4 System Integration

4.1 Point Acquisition Through Ac-

tive Contour

This paper proposed an approach to object

modeling based on above techniques of image

processing. Figure 3 shows the system block

diagram of the proposed system. The pro-

cess begins with obtaining multiple view im-

ages of an object from a turntable. Each image



Figure 4 : Some Multiple View Images of a Deformed

Can

Figure 5 : Cylindrical Projection of a Deformed Can

Figure 6 : Panoramic View of a Deformed Can

is then sub-sampled and converted into gray

image, because if whole image is used in the

snake algorithm, the computation time will be

very long. These gray images are passed to the

snake algorithm proposed by Xu and Prince[6].

The algorithm obtain the points from an initial

snake. Then, the snake converges by several

iterations based on the internal and external

force and a �nal snake is resulted.

4.2 Object Segmentation and

Panorama Generation

On the other hand, the original images need

to be converted to cylindrical projected im-

Figure 7 : Wireframe Model of a Deformed Can

ages in order to have better texture mapping.

These images are �rst oversampled to about 1.2

times so that the resulting image would have

the same length on y-axis because the y-axis of

the image would be smaller than the original

photo dimension.

4.3 3D modeling and Texture Map-

ping

Meanwhile, the points obtained from the

snake algorithm are needed to be manipulate

�rst before making a wireframe model as the

points are in 2D coordinates. A rotational ma-

trix is used for the conversion of 2D points into

3D points. The points are rotated along the

y-axis and the resultant points are in 3D coor-

dinates. The 3D point is then used to generate

the 3D model.

A wireframe model is generated through the

3D point. The points and faceset is written on

a VRML V2.0 �le. As the number of points are

large enough, the polygons on the wireframe

model are small so that the resultant object

is more realistic and accurate. The last pro-

cedure is the texture mapping. The texture is

mapped according to the faceset and places the

panorama of the object on the polygons.



(a)

(b)

Figure 8 : Result of Object Modeling of a deformed

Can

5 Experimental Results

The �nal result of an object model is shown

on Figure 8. This is a deformed can based

on eight images taken from a camera. Figure

8a shows that the texture is mapped directly

from the original image and Figure 8b shows

that the texture is mapped from the panoramic

view of the object. The boundaries between

image in Figure 8a can be seen easily as they

are come from di�erent image. The intensity

is not smoothed. In Figure 8b, the boundaries

are removed as the texture is only come from

one image. Figure 9 is another result using a

blow as the object.

Figure 9 : Wireframe and Object Modeling of a Blow

6 Conclusion

To conclude, the proposed method would

give better result on cylindrical object. Re-

garding other shape of objects, further modi�-

cation or adjustment is needed. The improve-

ment of this method can be done by allowing

di�erent shapes of object. The quality of tex-

ture is another area needed to be improved.

This method provide a new algorithm of ob-

ject modeling without knowing the point cor-

respondence and camera calibration. This is a

convenience method which can be implement

into a commercial product.
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